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Overriding Methods
All you need to know about overriding methods is that if I write a public method
with the same signature as one in my superclass, that method will always be used
instead of super's method. If I want to call the old method, since commonly I add to what the superclass
does rather than just replacing it, I can call super.method().

. 1 Read the class declarations below, and create an inheritance tree (in that meager space to the right).

public class Person extends Object {
   public void say(String statement) {
      // This just prints out the statement to the screen
      System.out.println(statement);
   }
   public void scream() { say("Hooray!"); }
}
public class Pirate extends Seafarer {
   public void scream() { say("Arrr!"); }
   public void attack(Person other) {
      scream();
      other.scream();
   }
}
public class Cheerleader extends Person {
   public void scream() { say("Rah! Rah!"); }
}
public class Seafarer extends Person {
}
public class Passenger extends Seafarer {
   public void scream() { say("Help!"); }
}

. 2 Does a Passenger know how to say("Hello.")?

. 3 What would be output by this code?

Person bob = new Seafarer();
Person cindy = new Cheerleader();
bob.scream();
cindy.scream();

. 4 What about this code?

Pirate jack = new Pirate();
Passenger elizabeth = new Passenger();
jack.attack(elizabeth);



. 5 Suppose that I wanted to implement that LazyTurtle class from yesterday's homework (Constructors).
What methods would I need to overwrite, and what would I change them to do?
Don't write any code, because you don't know yet how to ddo this sort of thing; just tell me in English
how those methods would change.

. 6 The DrunkTurtle class is a turtle who doesn't quite do what he's told. When asked to move(), he
goes only half the distance, and when told to turn, he turns too far by 30°. Write DrunkTurtle in
the space below.

Challenge: Use the Random class to make his behavior random instead: He moves between .5 and 1.5
times as far as he's told, and he turns somewhere in the range of 30° more to 30° less than he's told.

import java.util.Random;
public class DrunkTurtle extends Turtle {
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